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Abstract—In this paper we initiate how the Patterns for electronic business admiring comment the service-oriented architecture approach. We look at how service-oriented architecture approaches apply to Patterns, in particular the Self-Service and comprehensive enterprise business patterns, the application integration pattern, and the associated application patterns, runtime patterns, and Product mappings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A web service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a set of principles or philosophy and methodologies for designing and developing model in the form of interoperable services. These services are well-defined business functionalities that are built as model components that can be reused for different purposes. Service-oriented architecture modeling principles are used during the phases of model development and integration.

Service-oriented architecture defines how to integrate widely disparate applications for a Web-based environment in electronic business and uses multiple implementation platforms in. Rather than defining an application integration pattern for extended enterprise, Service-oriented architecture defines the interface in terms of protocols for electronic business and functionality. Patterns for electronic business can be used with any method. When used with a service oriented architecture approach, the focus is on create and integrating insecurely joined services as a substitute of applications to maintain a business and industries. The extended enterprise business pattern addresses communications and collaborations between business processes in separate enterprises.

II. Using services oriented architecture model with pattern for electronic business organization
The Patterns for electronic-business is not a solution development methodology. It is a collection of proven architectures model, derivative from more than 25,000 successful Internet-based arrangements. The Patterns for electronic business connection the business and information technology gap by significant architectural patterns at the different levels from business patterns to application patterns to runtime patterns.

With a service-oriented architecture approach, this is taken to another level of abstraction with the creation of a service integration layer. This enables a business to be agile and respond quickly and efficiently to changes in the market and its customer’s requirements, as well as to stay competitive.

Patterns for electronic business can be used with any method. When used with a service oriented architecture approach, the focus is on create and integrating insecurely joined services as a substitute of applications to maintain a business and industries. The service-oriented paradigm leverages the opinion of services as discrete structure blocks of business and industries functionality which are composed to satisfy business and industries requirements. Services are self-contained and modular, while applications are likely to be also coarse-grained to be reused successfully, and are regularly as well nonflexible to be leveraged inside an enterprise or a comprehensive enterprise.

The on hand business, integration, application and runtime patterns are consistent with the service oriented architecture approach. The business difficulty will force the identification of the appropriate business, integration, application and runtime patterns concerned in an impending solution. Runtime patterns that involve two or more middleware nodes connecting logical application tiers will have additional communication options between the tiers with the use of services in service oriented architecture.

One candidate for a new compound pattern in the framework of services is the value-chain. Basically, the value-chain consists of a self-service business and industries pattern and a set of recurring extended enterprise business patterns that can be combined to provide value to a chain of business partners. This end-to-end composite pattern is prevalent in any value-net.
III. Self services business pattern model

The Self-Service business pattern, we be capable of say the User-to-Business or U2B model, captures the real meaning of direct relations between concerned parties and a business. Interested parties include clients, business partners, industry partners, stakeholders, staff, and all other persons with whom the business intends to interact. For simplicity, these interested parties are referred to as users. In this meaning business represents a variety of types of organizations together with big enterprises, small and medium businesses, government agencies.
The Self-Service: Openly incorporated single channel application pattern, for example, provides a user access channel to presentation logic running in the presentation layer. The presentation layer can call for or consume services provided on the Web application layer. The Web application layer in turn can consume services provided on the back-end or enterprise layer, which is shown below figure.

![Figure 3.2: Self service model with Directly Integrated Single Channel application pattern](image)

IV. Extended enterprise business pattern

The Extended Enterprise business pattern addresses communications and collaborations between business processes in separate enterprises. The interactions and collaborations are implemented using programmatic interfaces to join inter-enterprise applications or services. In this case, an enterprise can be both a service consumer and a service provider.

The Extended Enterprise: open to the elements through relationship application pattern, for example, allows a pair of applications to in a straight line converse with each other crosswise organization limitations. A resource application in Partner A can request or use services provided by Partner B, as shown in below Figure even though not exposed on this illustration, a resource application in Partner B can also call for or use services provided by Partner A.

![Figure 4.1: Extended enterprise to exposed direct connection application pattern](image)

Extended Enterprise is basically a demonstration of the Application Integration pattern with supplementary QoS concerns such as security, performance and accessibility. A service-oriented structural design implemented with open standards facilitates this extension by simplifying the attempt to integrate likely different technologies and information models.

V. Application integration pattern for Extended Enterprise

The Application Integration patterns imprison normally experimental resolution alternatives in the sphere of influence of Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). They confine best practices in the region of back-end integration of applications and data, process automation, and workflow implementations connecting human interactions. It is
imperative to note that front-end integration such as the composition of a portal or single sign-on across multiple applications is captured by the access integration pattern. Application patterns for Extended Enterprise are basically the implementation of Application Integration across organizational boundaries. The differentiation is mainly in the way Quality of Service aspects affect the Runtime patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Facilities/Service</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>To Buy Side</td>
<td>Direct Procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect Procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide Series Finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>To Sell Side</td>
<td>Business to Business Electronic Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>To Trading collaborator</td>
<td>Electronic data interchange transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>To Exchange Participation</td>
<td>Personal Electronic-Exchanges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community Electronic-Exchanges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: 1. you can notice several cross-industry examples of the Extended Enterprise pattern.

We provide list some industry-specific example applications that can be implemented though the Extended Enterprise pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Industrialized</td>
<td>Provide Series preparation provide series finishing Vendor-Managed Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>Inspection flight or area accessibility Building or modifying reservations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inspection provider catalog Placing replacement orders Paying suppliers automatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Financial/ monetary</td>
<td>transfer payments/cost inspection account balances Obtaining credit information Finance Origination or committee dealing out securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Telecommunication</td>
<td>OSS Integration Cross organization order management Managed service provider interconnect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: 2 Industry-specific examples

VI. Conclusion

To improve the reuse of Web Service oriented architecture modeling at the business or enterprise level, architects must define a strategy for publishing and providing facilities to access services information for electronic business. These services are well-defined business functionalities that are built as model components that can be reused for different purposes. The patterns for electronic business can be used with a service oriented architecture approach, the focus is on create and integrating insecurely joined services as a substitute of applications to maintain a business and industries. In this paper, we have also discussed Application integration pattern for extended enterprise and we have provide idea for the extended enterprise it’s to open to the elements through relationship application pattern for business or organization.
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